
Followers of Christ are supposed to know the world’s patterns, the Bible’s patterns, and the
difference between the two. You think not? Try Romans 12:2: “Do not conform any longer
to the pattern of this world, but be transformed by the renewing of your mind.” Follow the
world’s patterns, and die. Follow the Bible’s pattern, and live eternally.

The Bible indeed offers the archetypal pattern. The Bible reveals
creation’s real, legitimate, eternal, trustworthy, symbolic design.
The Bible’s dominant pattern, its cosmological constant, places
God’s paradise garden at the mountaintop, with all God’s good
creation in increasing disorder as one leaves the garden to
descend that mountain. We are to look constantly up, knowing
that at any moment Christ’s gift of mercy and grace can restore
us to the garden. But we are also to look constantly down,
attending to each of God’s momentary desires that we participate
in bringing his divine design and beneficent order to creation’s
lower chaoses.

The Bible reveals this dominant, universal, trustworthy, and eternal pattern as a single
account from the beginning of Genesis to the end of Revelation. But it also repeats the
pattern in individual lives, family lines, and the history of nations. Bible figures descend,
both literally and figuratively, into the lower chaos where their looking up to God brings
order or their looking away from God brings demise. You choose the figure: Cain, Noah,
Rahab, Gideon, David, Solomon, Ahab, Daniel, Nebuchadnezzar. Or you choose the family:
Aaron’s, Jacob’s, Naomi’s, Saul’s. Or you choose the nation: Israel, Egypt, Assyria,
Babylon. Ascend the mountain, and God is there. Descend the mountain, and you’d better be
looking back to God.

Thus, the Bible’s pattern is fractal. Each little pattern of an individual or family, each larger
pattern of a community or nation, and the whole pattern overall all take the same form. Each
little pattern of individual or family also adds to other little patterns to make the larger
pattern of the community or nation, the amalgamation of which make the whole pattern of
humankind’s fall and rise in the mercy of God. Your individual story matters precisely
because it reflects or doesn’t reflect the Bible’s overall pattern and because it adds to the
patterns of other lives to make the pattern of a family, community, and nation. You aren’t the
be-all and end-all. No one but Christ is. But your existence, conduct, and pattern matters, not
only to you but to your family, community, nation, and God. Live for Christ. Walk down the
mountain with an eye back to the mountaintop.


